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Preface
In this document we will be talking about how Managed Machine Network
provides a turnkey solution for retrieving data from PLC’s and HMI’s for
Happy Duck Wasplein.
We used our managed modem, the WR11, along with the Managed Machine
Modbus Manager and our MMN Dashboard solution to provide insight in
financial systems. They now have real-time financial and management
information of two locations.
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Happy Duck Wasplein
What is Happy Duck?
Happy Duck (Wasplein BV) in Amersfoort is the only specialist in
Europe on engineering, developing and building more that 10
carwash boxes on a washing quare. They use 3rd party devices
like vacuum cleaners and other devices in our configuration.
To have a clear insight into the financial position of the company they need
to get realtime data about coins, payments and the washing-pass from the
machines into our financial systems.
They have partnered with MMN to create a realtime financial dashboard in
the Cloud. An important condition was that they didn’t have to change any
PLC software code.

“With MMN we found a partner who understood exactly
what we needed and helped to achieve our goals in a working
product. We would like to thank MMN for the amazing job
they did and we are looking forward on enhancing our
product in the future. Starting with alarming and remote
control machines from the Cloud in a secure manner.”

Danny Harskamp (managing director Wasplein BV)
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MMN Managed Modem WR11
What is the WR11?
Digi is the manufacturer of the WR-series modems. Managed Machine
Network created an intelligent layer to provide a secure VPN connection to
these modems. We designed this for retail, industrial control applications,
automation industry and critical infrastructures.
The modem is a blackbox that connects to the Cloud and facilitates a secure
bidirectional real-time connection to every device. In the Cloud you can add
services like the Modbus Manager to retrieve data and a state-of-the-art
dashboard.
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MMN Integration
How did we integrate our modem into an existing system?
Connecting a site is easy. The modem is a blackbox and can only be
configured from a user-friendly and secure interface in the Cloud. You can
create a site with site specific settings and assign a modem to it. You then
physically connect the modem to the existing network.

How come this process is so effortless you might ask?
It is quite simple. Managed Machine Network created an automated process
to provision modems with their configuration. A secure network is
automatically created between all sites and the Cloud environment. MMN
uses a secure bidirectional real-time connection to retrieve data and control
devices.
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MMN Modbus Manager
What is the Modbus Manager?
The MMN Modbus Manager is a server that can connect to any PLC, HMI or
other device anywhere in the MMN Network. It retrieves the configured
Modbus values from all connected devices.
It is also possible to label each of these values independently. All the data is
stored in our database and you can send this data to any dashboard
solution available. This can be any SCADA or dashboard solution.
A screenshot of the Modbus Manager ↴
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MMN Dashboard Solution
What is Grafana?
MMN’s Dashboard solution allows you to query, visualize, alert on and
understand your metrics no matter where they are stored. We are using this
MMN Dashboard for Happy Duck Wasplein Duivendrecht because it’s the
most appropriate and fitting dashboard solution for their data.

An example of a Wasplein dashboard with mock data ↴
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Conclusion
A major challenge with collecting data is to securely transfer this data over
the internet. MMN uses a secure routed VPN to every connected device. The
Modbus manager is a solution that gathers all the data centrally and sends it
to any dashboard solution available.
Happy Duck is now moving
forward and utilizes the MMN
connection to control a carwash
square from a mobile app.
A specific feature is adding coins
to the washing square to
accommodate the customer if
there is a malfunction while
washing the car. This feature
greatly enhances the customer
experience.

Sources
Managed Machine Network https://machinenetwork.io/
Happy Duck

https://www.happyduck.nl/

Grafana Dashboard

https://grafana.com/
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